Anfitrión James dice:
=/\=/\=/\= Resume U.S.S. Scimitar Mission =/\=/\=/\=

ConradT dice:
:: running scans and monitoring flight systems from helm ::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::enters bridge  and takes station at tac::

XOGuillen dice:
::in the bridge, in the XO station::

EO_Keorn dice:
::Fixing the CMO's door::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::makes decision:: Kuroc: follow the helium trail.

Ops_Ander dice:
::tunes sensors to pick up even trace amounts of helium::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::monitoring sensors::

ConradT dice:
:: keys in course :: Aye sir, engaged on new heading

Ops_Ander dice:
::walks over to science station, nods to duty officer, optimizes sensors from there::

XOGuillen dice:
OPS: anything new about the trail, Ed?

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Scanning now, sir...

CTO_Bucha dice:
::routing Sci scans to secondary tac console::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Recomment we increase speed.

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: The path we're following extends 1.2 light years to the Federation border. At current speed, it's going to take a while to get there.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CO:go ahead, increase speed

DrMcCella dice:
CO: I'd better get to Sickbay.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Warp 5 engaged.

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO:  All weapons systems on-line and standing by.

CNS_Jamin dice:
::steps onto bridge, notices no Sci officer(s)::

DrMcCella dice:
::On TL:: Sickbay.

EO_Keorn dice:
*CMO*: Doctor, this is Keorn have you been trying to fix your door?

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: Ready to reroute auxiliary power to defensive systems as needed, Captain.

Ops_Ander dice:
CO, XO: Now .9 light years from the end of the helium trail.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Anderson: good work.

EO_Keorn dice:
*CMO*: There are signs of the use of a laser scalple here

Ops_Ander dice:
::walks back down to Ops, sits down::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::continues to monitor sensors.....   sips coffee.....::  self: my achin' head.

DrMcCella dice:
*EO*::Enters Sickbay::

DrMcCella dice:
*EO* No I haven't it's been working ok

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: I suggest I increase speed again sir

CNS_Jamin dice:
::notices she's not needed on the bridge & heads down to new office::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO:At warp 9 it will take us about 6 hours to arrive

EO_Keorn dice:
*CMO*: I was told it was malfuntioning, sorry about that, still there are signs of some cutting here

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
Kuroc: alright

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: Warp 9 :: engages new speed ::

DrMcCella dice:
::Sits a desk Wondering when He'll get his new assistant::

Ops_Ander dice:
CSO: Lieutenant, I've reconfigured sensors for widest possible scan.

CSOBandra dice:
::enters bridge and moves to sci, hoping no one notices his lateness::

EO_Keorn dice:
::returns to ME::

CSOBandra dice:
OPS: Acknowledged

CEO_McLir dice:
::listening to bridge conversation, and monitoring port nacelle::

CTO_Bucha dice:
CSO: Hi K'Vin...  glad your here to help me with these scans.

EO_Keorn dice:
*CEO*: Sir request permission to see the Councelor?

CNS_Jamin dice:
::enters new office & walks over to the desk::

CEO_McLir dice:
*<Chief Tor>* what's the status on that EPS conduit in the port nacelle?

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: Lets hope it does us some good

CEO_McLir dice:
*EO*If it can't wait, go ahead.  Then check in with the Chief.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::sits back down in captain's chair, watching view screen::

CTO_Bucha dice:
CSO:  I've configured an array of tachyon bursts to alter the Opeongo's shield harmonics.  This will allow us to try to crack the op codes, but won't give us much time.

CEO_McLir dice:
<Chief Tor>*CEO* I've check it out sir, it just needed a slight adjustment.

EO_Keorn dice:
*CNS*: Councelor I would like to make an appointment for after hours if you have some time

CSOBandra dice:
::monitoring sensors:: CTO:i'll put that data into the simulations and see if we can find the best way to do it

CNS_Jamin dice:
*EO* That would be fine.

CTO_Bucha dice:
::nods to Bandra::

CEO_McLir dice:
*<Tor>*Fine, thanks, keep an eye on it.

Anfitrión James dice:
Action: Fast Forward 3 hours.

XOGuillen dice:
CTO/CSO:any ship, warp signature or any other trace of a ship in the scans?

DrMcCella dice:
::Still sat at desk reading up about the bolian bowl swelling bacteria of nimbus 5 thinking: Oh joy, the bowl::

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: ETA to end of the helium path is 3 hours.

CSOBandra dice:
XO:Scaning sir

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: Nothing, yet..::pauses::...  sir.

CEO_McLir dice:
XO: I'm going back down to ME for now sir.

CSOBandra dice:
CTO: here are the latest results of the simulations :: Hands him a padd::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::takes PADD::

CEO_McLir dice:
::starts for TL::

CSOBandra dice:
CO,XO: Sirs, the helium ion density of the trail is decreasing

CTO_Bucha dice:
::notices the trail density decreasing::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CTO: alright, keep your eyes open.

CEO_McLir dice:
::exits TL, enters ME::

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: Aye Capt.

CNS_Jamin dice:
::looks through some recent files on ship's personnel::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::continues scans::

CEO_McLir dice:
::walks to Keorn, and looks at console::EO: well, she seems to be running fine.

CEO_McLir dice:
EO: did you get the doctor's door fixed?

Anfitrión James dice:
Action: Fast Forward:  3 hours

EO_Keorn dice:
::Opens and sends to the CNS contents of personal log relevant to problem:: *CNS*: CNS I'm sending you some info on the problem I need your help with

FCO_Kuroc dice:
CO: We have arrived at the end of the trail sir

Ens_Parks dice:
::wakes in quarters with a fearsome stomach ache::

CSOBandra dice:
::scaning sector:: CO: the ion trail has disappeared

CTO_Bucha dice:
CO: Still nothing on sensors Capt.

Ops_Ander dice:
CO: Captain, there's no indication of any ship passing through this area.

Ens_Parks dice:
::rushes to the hygeine unit ..... nothing::

CNS_Jamin dice:
*EO* Oh, alright Keorn, I;m receiving it now.

CEO_McLir dice:
::sitting in office, going over reports;;

Ens_Parks dice:
::grabs nearest clothes and shuffles into them::

CSOBandra dice:
CO: concured sir, no ship has been here recently

Ens_Parks dice:
::dives into the corridor ..... aiming for the TL::

Ens_Parks dice:
*Sickbay* I don't feel well! aaaaarrrggghhh ::doubles up in pain::

Ens_Parks dice:
::sitting in the corridor clutching his middle::

CNS_Jamin dice:
::reads through EO's log that was sent to her::

Ens_Parks dice:
::hoping sickbay willl answer quickly ...:: OUCH!!!!!

CSOBandra dice:
::still scaning::

DrMcCella dice:
*PARKS*Where are you?

DrMcCella dice:
::Sighs::

Ens_Parks dice:
*Sickbay*   Helllllluppppppp .......

CEO_McLir dice:
::leaves office and motions to EO:: EO: is there something I can help you with?

DrMcCella dice:
*PARKS*Where are you?

Ens_Parks dice:
::bites through lip at the pain::

Ens_Parks dice:
::too unwell to answer::

DrMcCella dice:
Comp: Computer Locate Ens Parks

Anfitrión James dice:
Action: Captain Ian, sitting in the captain's chair, tumbles forward, unconscious.

Ens_Parks dice:
::is in danger of making a real mess of the corridor ... no-one on that level::

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: No sir it is the nightmares, they are getting worse, and I'm getting bouts of claustrophobia

XOGuillen dice:
::walks to the CO::CO: sir...

Ops_Ander dice:
::notices CO falling:: CO: Captain!

CTO_Bucha dice:
*SB*: I need a doc on the bridge stat.

CEO_McLir dice:
EO:would it help to talk about it?

DrMcCella dice:
::Heads for Parks Position with Medkit::

CSOBandra dice:
ALL:Aurel?! ::Moves to CO

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: that is what I made the appointment with the CNS for

Ops_Ander dice:
::has a bad feeling, turns back to station:: All: Extending scans of the area.

XOGuillen dice:
::tries to see what happens to the CO::

Ens_Parks dice:
::passes out .,... bleeding from the lip .... and also elsewhere::

DrMcCella dice:
::Arrives at PArks::

DrMcCella dice:
::Scans::

CEO_McLir dice:
::raises eyebrow:: EO: well, if you'd like to try my shoulder, I'll listen.

XOGuillen dice:
*SB*What happens to this doctor we have ask for??

CSOBandra dice:
SB:medical emergency on the bridge. Captain is ill

Ens_Parks dice:
::half conscious ... clutching middle ... moaning in agony::

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO: I'm detecting something on sensors.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: removes medkit from under helm and moves to Captain ::

DrMcCella dice:
::STRESSED::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Sir, I'm picking up an anomalous theta band oxygen emission from a nearby nebula.

CEO_McLir dice:
EO:is starfleet duty what you thought it would be?

DrMcCella dice:
*Bridge* Ca't it wait?

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: thanks sir but I would feel weird talking about my personal stuff with a superior

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: Scans with medical tricorder ::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: It's FGC-336, sir. It's composed of hydrogen and is about 4 light-years from our position.

CEO_McLir dice:
::nods::

Ens_Parks dice:
<Nurse Tok> Activates EMH *Bridge* Dr. Mclellan is dealing with another patient ....

CSOBandra dice:
DR:No, the Captain is in trouble. we need your help ASAP

XOGuillen dice:
FCO: please take us from that nebula...

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: It isn't the duty just that one incident I cant get it out of my head

Ens_Parks dice:
::moans::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::groans::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Recommend we transport the Captain to sickbay. Internal sensors show the EMH has been activated.

DrMcCella dice:
*Bridge* Beam Ens. Parks to Sickbay for the EMH I'll be right there.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
<PO> XO: Yes Sir

XOGuillen dice:
OPS: ok take her down

CEO_McLir dice:
EO: I can understand that it might be hard to talk to me.  If you want another perspective, my door is always open.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: continues scanning CO ::

DrMcCella dice:
::Arrives on bridge::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Aye, sir. Engaging transport...

Ops_Ander  (Transporter.wav)

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: Thankyou sir

Ens_Parks dice:
::shimmers and appears under a biobed in sickbay - still clutching stomach::

CSOBandra dice:
::looks down at Aurel:: Aurel: Can you hear me?

DrMcCella dice:
::Scans CO::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::starts taking short breaths::

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok> Jane ... help me get this guy up onto the biobed ....

DrMcCella dice:
Bridge Crew: Would it be possible to get aa site to site to sickbay for two?

XOGuillen dice:
CSO: I need to know more about the nebula...

FCO_Kuroc dice:
Dr: Already done :: hands medical tricorder over ::

DrMcCella dice:
::Sighs AGAIN...frustrated::

Ops_Ander dice:
*Sickbay* Bridge to sickbay...has Ensign Parks arrived?

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: takes station and relieves petty officer ::

CSOBandra dice:
XO: Aye sir::moves to sci, worry evident on his face:: XO: Scaning now

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>*Bridge* Yes - but your aim was off - he should have arrived on top of the bed!

DrMcCella dice:
Self: I give up.

Ens_Parks dice:
::groans::

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO:  It's just a hydrogen nebula, but there is an anomalous reading within.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: Perhaps a ship.

DrMcCella dice:
Computer: Computer initiate an Emergency Medical Transport to Sickbay...Co and I

DrMcCella dice:
::Shimmers into sickbay::

XOGuillen dice:
CMO: How is the CO, Dr?

Ops_Ander dice:
*Sickbay* Well, we're a little bit busy right now...

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok> EMH: Quick diagnostic on this Ensign ... he looks to be in trouble

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH>::scans Ensign Parks::

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: Sir I am at the end of my shift and do have that appointment, is there anything you need me to do?

Ens_Parks dice:
::moans and groans::

CSOBandra dice:
XO:agreed sir the nebula does have an anomalous reading coming from it

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH> This man has a ruptured bowel .... and needs immediate surgery ...

CEO_McLir dice:
EO: no, that's fine. go ahead.  and don't forget, I'm here if you want to talk.

DrMcCella dice:
::Gets Telepatic Sup[pressor and puts it on the verge of overload::

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO:  Weapons and shields on-line and on standby.

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH> CMO: Will you perform the surgery or shall I?

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: I suggest we investigate the nebula sir

EO_Keorn dice:
CEO: thank you si... Niall

XOGuillen dice:
CSO/CTO: Can anything be hiding into the nebula?

DrMcCella dice:
 ::Angry:: EMH: My good friend::Raises voice:: PLEASE JUST DO IT!

EO_Keorn dice:
::heads to TL::

XOGuillen dice:
FCO:set course to the Nebula..

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH>::shrugs shoulders and prepares to operate - thinking that he should not have to put up with the CMO's bad temper::

CEO_McLir dice:
::grins at EO, and thinks, finely some informality::

DrMcCella dice:
::Gives CO A Stimulant::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::jerks awake, looking around::

EO_Keorn dice:
TL: CNS Office

CSOBandra dice:
XO: Possibly , it would depend on size and materials involved but it is posiable

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO: the anomaly is emmitting oxygen particles within the theta-band

DrMcCella dice:
CO: ::Soothing voice:: Wake up. Come on Wake up.

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH> Tok: Please assist .....

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: inputs course to border of nebula at warp 8 ::

XOGuillen dice:
CSO/CTO: full scans in the nebula, I want to know all about this emission

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH> hypospray maximum analgesia .... and starts operation ....... feeling quite grumpy::

CEO_McLir dice:
::heads back to office, gets a coffee from replicator, and resumes reading reports::

CNS_Jamin dice:
::checks chronometer, notices almost time Keorn appeared::

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok> EMH: Yes Sir .... monitoring life signs

CTO_Bucha dice:
::extends full range to the nebula::

EO_Keorn dice:
::Nkocks on CNS door::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: What?

CSOBandra dice:
XO:Aye sir::Runs intensive scan of nebula, having hard time keeping mind on the readings::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Rerouting emergency power to shields in case we have to enter the nebula.

Ens_Parks dice:
::very weak from internal bleeding ....but happily no longer in pain::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Enter.

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: ETA to nebula at warp 8 is 24 hours

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::hears CMO:: I"m in sickbay. CMO/self: Another vision

XOGuillen dice:
CTO/CSO: well done..

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: Correction 34 hours

EO_Keorn dice:
::Enters office:: CNS: I thank you for seeing me

CSOBandra dice:
::Fighting urge to call SB for update on Aurels condition::

CNS_Jamin dice:
::stands:: EO: Welcome.

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH>::finishes the internal repairs and scans to ensure nothing overlooked::

XOGuillen dice:
*CMO*: Dr, how is the CO?

DrMcCella dice:
CO: So it appears

CEO_McLir dice:
::notes emergency power has been rerouted to shields::

DrMcCella dice:
*XO*Awake

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH>CMO: Well this patient should live .... but he needs constant monitoring for at least 6 hours

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CMO: I'd amost think it was a nightmare. though such an event is suppose to be a happy occasion.

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH>Can Nurse Tok take care of that?

CTO_Bucha dice:
XO: sensors show the center of the nebula to be very dense...  suggesting the early formation of a star perhaps.

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Come in. No use testing the safeties on the door. ::Smiles::

CEO_McLir dice:
<Chief Tor>: you watch things here, I'm going topside to the bridge.

DrMcCella dice:
::sick of the EMH and patient is stable:: Computer: COMPUTER deactivate EMH!

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: I don't know what to say, you read the files, I have been using my meditation and nothing works

CEO_McLir dice:
<Chief Tor> CEO: Aye sir.

Ens_Parks dice:
<EMH>: I must protest ...... ::fades::

XOGuillen dice:
FCO: increase speed Mr. Kuroc

CEO_McLir dice:
::enters TL:: TL: bridge.

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>::surprised that the CMO would inactivate when the patient needs care::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Ok....you'll have to rest now though...I can't help with mental side affects nor am I a dream analyst

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
CMO: No not a dream, if it was a vision. I though I was going through labor again.

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>CMO:  Sir ... the EMH asked if I should monitor Ensign Parks ... I believe he is still seriously ill

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: I have never realy seen a councilor by choice before, the ones at the academy were always just for official reasons

DrMcCella dice:
Tok: Yes Do it.

CEO_McLir dice:
::exists TL, goes to Eng station::

FCO_Kuroc dice:
:: increase speed to 9.6 ::

DrMcCella dice:
::Smiles a little:: CO: I dread to think of the thought

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok> Yes Sir .....::wondering what she has done wrong that he is so snappy with her::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: You're not comfortable sharing your feelings or what not?

FCO_Kuroc dice:
XO: Current ETA is 17 hours

CEO_McLir dice:
::notes increase in speed::

Ens_Parks dice:
::deeply asleep::

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: It is not that, just that I have never been this out of control before.

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>Watching Parks carefully hoping that Nurse Jane will take care of the other patients::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Well, you did go through quite a traumatic experience.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
::laughs to herself at McCellan:: CMO:Just be glad you won't have to ever got hrough it. ::jumps off biobed::

DrMcCella dice:
CO Where are you going?

CEO_McLir dice:
::moves over to SO station and looks at console::

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok> Wondering if the CO notices just how snippy the CMO was with her and the EMH

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: I just don't know what I can do to get rid of the nightmares

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
:;stops:: CMO: the bridge

CEO_McLir dice:
CSO: so what's our status since I left the bridge?

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>::grumbling to herself under her breath::

DrMcCella dice:
CO: No. Captain Aurel D Ian. Under Stafleet medical regulation 121 section a I the chief medical officer being of sound mind and judgement find you unfit for duty and here by relieve you of your act of command. Affective immeadiatly

CSOBandra dice:
CEO: see for yourself

DrMcCella dice:
CO Lie down

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>::overhears the CMO - amazed!::

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
:;walks back to the biobed:: Self: looks like i"m stuck here. CMO: at least tell Guillen about my vision. It might be helpful, then again maybe not.

DrMcCella dice:
CO: Tell him yourself...you can still use comms

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: How have you tried to overcome this before you came to see me?

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>::wondering if the CMO made the right decision ... goes back to monitoring Parks ... who is now sleeping a little more easily::

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: Yes I have tried meditation, aroma therapy, and even a stint on the holodeck in a battle simulation

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
*XO* Marc, seems I'm grounded in Sickbay. Seems I had a very powerful vision, I thought I was in labor.

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: And none of those helped?

XOGuillen dice:
*CO*:how are you now?

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Have you tried seeing Dr. McCellan?

CNS_Jamin dice:
<sorry to son>

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: The simulation helped get me itred but I still remembered having nightmares that night

CSOBandra dice:
::over hears CO's com, Head snaps up :: Self: labour?

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: No

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
*XO* Improving, though I have orders to rest.

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok> Sees a nasty looking trace on the biobed monitor and adjusts things a little ... trace disappears::

XOGuillen dice:
*CO* and about your vision..? maybe it can be of help...

CTO_Bucha dice:
::look at Bandra with open jaw....::

CTO_Bucha dice:
::after hearing com from CO::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: I'm thinking that might take care of your nightmares.

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: I'm willing to try anything about now

CSOBandra dice:
::See's CTO's look, just as confused/suprised::

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Still no sign of any ships, sir.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
*XO* taht's what I'm thinking or hoping

Ens_Parks dice:
::yawns and concentrates on Parks::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Maybe, with sufficient rest behind you, that'll clear up your claustrophobia. Because you said you haven't felt this before, have you?

XOGuillen dice:
OPS: thanks Ed, please, have an eye in the nebula or ships in scan range..

Ens_Parks dice:
<Tok>

Ops_Ander dice:
XO: Aye, sir.

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: No that was new, if this is what you think is best I'll go and see the Doc.

CEO_McLir dice:
::moves back to ENG console and monitors readings::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Why don't we end this session here, & see me if the problem continues.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
:;lays down on biobed::

Ens_Parks dice:
::snores gently::

EO_Keorn dice:
::Stands up and moves to leave::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Keorn?

CTO_Bucha dice:
::still monitoring long-range scans into the nebula::

EO_Keorn dice:
CNS: Thank you, I'll go and see the Doc and let you know how it turns out

XOGuillen dice:
*CO*: In a few minutes I´ll go down to talk with you if the Dr has nothing against....

Ops_Ander dice:
::tries to push sensor range to its limits using nav deflector::

CNS_Jamin dice:
EO: Actually, I was going to head there myself, shall we go together?

CTO_Bucha dice:
::combines efforts with Andersen::

CSOBandra dice:
::Monitoring sensors, worried about Aurel::

EO_Keorn dice:
::Heads to SB:: CNS: I would like the company

CEO_McLir dice:
::checks back power for SIF and Shields::

CNS_Jamin dice:
::Walks out with Keorn to SB::

Ops_Ander dice:
Comp: Computer, access stellar cartography files on FGC-336 and display on Mission Ops station.

Anfitrión CO_Ian dice:
*XO* Sounds good.

Ops_Ander dice:
::walks back to Mission Ops::

Anfitrión James dice:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause U.S.S. Scimitar Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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